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excel 2016 power query get transform lynda com - instructor getting and turning data into something trustworthy and
useful in native excel can be long painful and messy get and transform is a piece of excel 2016 that makes this much easier
i m oz du soleil excel mvp and author this course is an introduction to get and transform, excel business intelligence part
1 power query lynda com - microsoft excel includes a powerful feature called power query also known as get transform or
get data which provides fast and powerful data gathering and cleansing capabilities, excel chart vba 33 examples for
mastering charts in - here are the top most excel chart vba examples and tutorials show you how to deal with chart axis
chart titles background colors chart data source chart types series and many other chart objects, mastering microsoft
power bi expert techniques for - brett powell is the owner of frontline analytics a data and analytics consulting firm and
microsoft power bi partner he has worked with power bi technologies since they were first introduced with the power pivot
add in for excel 2010 and has contributed to the design and delivery of microsoft bi solutions across retail manufacturing
finance and professional services, microsoft excel training excel 2016 courses and seminars - trainup com connects
you to microsoft excel training courses from 54 training providers including skillsoft new horizons and ctc traincanada
browse instructor led and virtual microsoft excel training seminars along with a variety of self paced classes trainup com
offers 13 online e learning microsoft excel training courses available either online or recorded webinars, the definitive
guide to dax business intelligence with - the definitive guide to dax business intelligence with microsoft excel sql server
analysis services and power bi 2nd edition business skills marco russo alberto ferrari on amazon com free shipping on
qualifying offers this comprehensive and authoritative guide will teach you the dax language for business intelligence, i ve
got the power a beginner s guide to microsoft s - a power primer what s the difference between power query power pivot
and power bi it seems microsoft has been running wild recently throwing power before and 365 after many of their products
for those new to the power suite of microsoft data collection and analysis tools it can be difficult to understand exactly what
each product does, advanced microsoft excel training macros pivottables - harness all the power and potential excel
has to offer the basics of excel aren t difficult to grasp but mastering advanced techniques can be trickier, ms project
training microsoft project training - ms project 2013 training expands the learning time and increases efficiency by
understanding the basic concepts of project management the hands on exposure to the software enables the participants to
plan and manage the various projects ranging from small to medium size, vba code excel macro examples useful 100
how tos - vba code excel macro examples useful macros codes 100 how to explained for basic beginners to advanced vba
users tutorials to learn excel 2003 2007 2010 2013 macros and mastering in vba, the ultimate microsoft excel
certification training bundle - chris dutton is a certified microsoft excel expert analytics consultant and best selling
instructor with more than a decade of experience specializing in business intelligence marketing analytics and data
visualization, email query results using a sql server agent job brent - sql server agent is one of my favorite tools it allows
you to automatically schedule jobs alert you if things are going badly and capture information into database tables one
common request is to execute a query and send the results via email on a regular basis this task is a great match for sql
server, power up power bi virtual tour june 13 14 2018 power - data modeling this session provides an introduction to
power bi datasets including data source access transformation and modeling the session is comprised of three segments
related to the role of power bi datasets the power query and data transformation layer and dimensional modeling
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